Assessment of Fissure Integrity in Patients With Intrabronchial Valves for Treatment of Prolonged Air Leak.
Intrabronchial valves (IBVs) are a treatment alternative for persistent air leak (PAL). However, there is a paucity of evidence regarding whether the absence of collateral ventilation (CV) can predict successful treatment of PAL with IBV placement. We assessed whether absence of CV measured by fissure integrity could predict successful resolution of PAL with IBV placement. A multicenter, retrospective study was performed. Patients who underwent IBV placement for PAL were identified. Chest computed tomography analysis via VIDA Diagnostics was used to assess CV. CV was present if the treated lobe was adjacent to a fissure that was <90% complete. A total of 81 valves were placed in 26 patients (median, 3 per patient). A total of 16 patients without CV underwent IBV placement: 14 patients had complete resolution of PAL with a median time from IBV placement to air leak resolution of 4.5 days and 2 patients required subsequent procedures to manage the PAL. In a subset of patients without CV who underwent complete lobar occlusion with IBV (n = 8), median time to PAL resolution was 3 days, whereas in patients without CV who underwent incomplete lobar occlusion with IBV (n = 6), median time PAL resolution was 6.5 days (p = 0.045). All 10 patients with CV underwent IBV placement and complete lobar occlusion: 4 patients had complete PAL resolution with a median time from IBV placement to PAL resolution of 17.5 days and 6 patients required subsequent procedures to manage their PAL. PAL treatment with IBV is more successful in patients without CV, especially when complete lobar occlusion with IBV is achieved.